
Ellesmere Port before the Museum 1955-1975 

Part 1 1955-1966 

Whit 2016 marked 50 years since I first saw the canal at Ellesmere Port. I wrote about this in Re:Port 
in 2006, and in Waterways World in 1988, but as new material has come to light since my earlier 
publications, this seems an appropriate time to bring the story up to date in three articles. These 
deal with the somewhat shadowy existence of the site at Ellesmere Port between 1955, when the oil 
traffic to the midlands ended, and 1975, when work was under way at the Museum site. 

Fifty years ago, the present Museum site was very decrepit, with buildings that have since 
disappeared, and others that have been retained and converted. The approach by Canal to Ellesmere 
Port has greatly changed. Viewing film from Whit 1966 recently, at first, I could not place views of 
the Ship Canal filmed from a canal boat in the background, until the impact on the landscape of the 
M53 was considered. North from Pickerings Bridge, there were direct views across open land, 
including a football field, occupied by the motorway embankment and bridges. On the offside 
beyond Powells Bridge stood the Canal Tavern, demolished to accommodate the diverted bridge and 
road to Stanlow (that now also serves the Museum). The Lower Basin, flanked by the double-arched 
Telford warehouses, gave access to the Mill Arm, with views behind the Raddle Wharf of the shops 
and houses (and small park) in Dock Street, all to be replaced by the M53 embankment. 

After the canal port facilities closed in 1958, the Ship Canal Company, still holding a very long lease 
over the whole Shropshire Union complex, made limited use of it for non-traffic purposes. The locks 
were padlocked against vandalism, and the late Alan Pratt visited in October 1958, a stoppage 
diverting Peter Duck, recently built, north from Taylors boatyard. He smashed a padlock on the 
lowest barge lock, an act for which he was prosecuted but “bound over”. On the following Good 
Friday, he went with his family through the complex, this time with the cooperation of the MSC 
Assistant Piermaster. His arrival at 4.30 had been delayed, and there was a further delay when it 
proved impossible to empty the lower narrow lock. He did not enter the Ship Canal until 6.36, and  
Peter Duck would spend a disturbed night moored on the Ship Canal outside Weston Marsh Lock. 

Oddly, the canal between Ellesmere Port and Waverton featured more pleasure boating facilities in 
the 1950s and 1960s than today. The first hire boat operators of canal pleasure boats began there in 
the 1930s, joined by private operators at Rowton Bridge and Waverton. British Waterways’ own hire 
operation began above Northgate Locks in July 1956, while Taylors Yard, below the locks, was both 
building and servicing pleasure boats. It seems doubtful that Ellesmere Port formed much of a 
destination except for occasional pleasure boats passing through. A surviving Inland Hire Cruisers 
brochure of 1960 lists several possible holiday itineraries south of Rowton Bridge, but none at all to 
its north; personal recollections from conversations with boaters in the 1960s were that few boats 
descended the locks at Chester, turning round at The Trooper. From 1964 my family travelled either 
to Rowton Bridge or the Nantwich area to my father’s boat, but there was never any question of 
calling at Ellesmere Port by road, or descending the locks through Chester. 

Evidence of pleasure use of the locks is especially limited. H R D Lindop with Tenacity passed into the 
Ship Canal with a simple permit after its launch in 1957, but the Ship Canal Company became keen 
to exclude pleasure boats altogether (except at their sole discretion), and promoted a private Bill for 
this (and other purposes) in 1959. Stanley Offley, who had been leader of Ellesmere Port Council, 
was the key IWA figure opposing this, with some success. He sometimes kept his boats Marbeth I, 
Eileen and then (from 1959) Marbeth II at Ellesmere Port as well as at Nantwich, and told me that he 
would often visit the Bridgewater Canal via Runcorn Locks and the Ship Canal, to and from moorings 
at Ellesmere Port.  



Many smaller craft were to be moored at the deserted port complex, seemingly ancestors of those 
that now line the canal offside at Croughton. These were mostly small river boats, converted 
lifeboats and pontoons; several were moored in the Upper Basin as early as 1953, when Spey was 
ascending the barge locks. Owners tended to spend weekends tinkering with engines, and taking 
short trips; one recent Facebook contributor recalled being promised a boat ride, only to find, when 
he visited the following week, that the boat had sunk! Photographs suggest that a few boats moored 
under the arches of the Telford warehouse, but most would moor below canopies in the Upper 
Basin, and outside the Canal Tavern. An aerial photograph of April 1962 shows about ten small boats 
lining the Upper Basin from the toll house up to the corner next to Porters Row, where some were 
on the bank. Few such boats would be able to visit the Ship Canal once the Company secured new 
restrictions on safety grounds, making Ellesmere Port a dead end. 

In the mid-1950s the IWA encouraged the formation of boat clubs, including those at Nantwich 
(1953) and Lymm (1955). In 1956 a Wirral Cruising Club was formed, attending a Rally at Nantwich 
that year; its precise moorings and trajectory are unclear (any further information would be 
welcome), but it seems to have been short-lived. Only two members have been identified, both from 
Wallasey. Donald Owens, with a converted lifeboat, Gladdon, became “commodore” of the WCC, 
but the boat was sold after his death in 1958, and no mention of the WCC has been traced after that. 

One notable cruise through the Port in summer 1962, took Stanley Offley and Marbeth II to be 
loaded onto ship at Liverpool, to spend the summer on the Irish canals. Lack of commercial traffic 
must have had its impact. In 1960 anglers had complained about weed growth, and in April 1964 N G 
Calvert recorded that “The Wirral canal is becoming a forgotten road. Water fowl scurried dry foot 
over weed which stretched from bank to bank.”  

Alan Jones and the narrow boat William travelled on 19 May 1964 to turn in the Upper Basin, “a 
quiet eerie place…Ticket Office door open giving access to a Victorian office with high desk and “Bob 
Cratchit” tall chairs for clerks. Drawers full of boat loading tickets, some scattered on floor.” On the 
way there, missing sandstone parapets indicated where William would ground on rubbish in bridge 
holes, while on the way back towards Chester, at Stanlow Bridge, the boat “became firmly lodged on 
all manner of old ‘white ware’ (refrigerators, washing machines etc)and three old sunken motorcars. 
Fortunately it was the end of a lunch break and some 20 workers  passing by on the tow path 
returning to their workplaces at Esso and Shell works were able to take a long rope and pull the boat 
clear of the obstruction. A few minutes afterwards, however, as we resumed the voyage, we looked 
back at the bridge and saw a small van stop on it. A group of people removed a washing machine 
from the van and threw it down into the water.” 

Alan Pratt again passed up the Locks in 1965, finding the broad locks impassable; he and MSC staff 
had both to clear floating rubbish from the narrow locks and (once again) to smash a padlock off one 
paddle. By now, unassisted passages would be impossible.   

Many waterways seemed to be under threat of closure in the mid-1950s and from 1963 onwards, up 
to the Transport Act of 1968, but the Canal north of Chester appeared in no special danger until 
1966. On January 1st of that year, BW placed charges (£2 single, £3 return) on the use of Anderton 
Lift, while by then, Runcorn Locks were under notice of closure, something that the IWA proved 
unable to defeat. This spurred the Nantwich & Border Counties Yacht Club into a demonstration, its 
first, through what was then termed a “campaign cruise”. A joint social cruise in Whit 1966 to meet 
members of the Lymm Cruising Club at Broken Cross was replaced by a much longer cruise, to 
Chester and through Ellesmere Port, Weston Marsh and up the Anderton Lift, for which a 
concessionary rate had been negotiated. Through this I saw Ellesmere Port for the first time on 
Saturday 29 May 1966.  

Part 2 1966-1969 



The first article provided background to my first visit to Ellesmere Port, at Whit 1966. In this second 
article I provide recollections of that visit, detail later visits, and consider the motorway threat. 

My memories of the IWA/NBCYC trip, from 29 May 1966, 50 years ago, remain strong. The preceding 
day, the unexpectedly bleak surroundings of the locks in Chester had been succeeded by long delays 
in filling the Northgate Locks, apparently due to a mattress blocking one of the paddle chambers. 
Moorings below for the first night beyond Mollington Bridge 130, then opposite a landfill site and 
the Deva Mental Hospital (as it was then called); in the morning, Stanley Offley had arranged for the 
Mayor of Chester to go past the moored boats. 

A very long day ensued. Weed was encountered north of the A5117 bridge, with boats grounding on 
rubbish at bridges, despite prior clearance work by BW. On arrival at Ellesmere Port, there were long 
queues, especially for newer NBCYC members like my father. Surviving film shows a police officer, 
presumably from the Ship Canal police, watching operations at the top lock. 

The narrow locks were impassable: the intermediate pound was choked by floating rubbish, with 
one of the top gates of the top lock strapped open. The top gates of the upper wide lock did not 
mitre properly, and floating reeds had to be stuffed into the gap so that the lock could be emptied. 
The lower lock featured gates that dated, seemingly, from the 1880s, with unusual paddle gear (later 
removed and now in store). Below the locks, boats turned left under the northern arches of the large 
warehouse; rubbish rendered the line under the southern arches impassable. The Lower Basin 
featured many abandoned boats, with Alma Bate prominent.  At this time, the Mill Arm was still in 
use, so the larger Ship Lock was in reasonable order. 

The need to queue provided considerable time to look around a much-neglected site. Rough paths 
ran through a heavy overgrowth of brambles, linking buildings that seemed to have been abandoned 
or were little-used. The toll house was not roofless (as I suggested in an earlier article) but was 
boarded up, with a very poor roof. It was clear that passage through the locks took place only as a 
tour de force, with MSC staff employed to operate the locks. Even to a boy at primary school, as I 
was, conditions were clearly close to the impassable. 

The boats had to moor in the Ship Lock for a long time, waiting for the Shell tanker Kosicia (built 
1956-7, scrapped 1977) to go past; the following day, this tanker would be photographed heading 
for Avonmouth. 

For some reason, the Harbourmaster insisted that boats should only leave to pass up the Ship Canal 
at five-minute intervals (later voyages would proceed in convoy); my father’s boat was the second to 
pass out, and as we looked back at the Port, a small dot in the distance showed that the last boat 
was leaving. Dr David Owen, who encountered the NBCYC boats later that weekend, confirmed this 
irrational practice, in Water Rallies. 

Several surviving accounts of pleasure use over the following two years show the poor condition of 
the Canal at Ellesmere Port. The June 1967 NorWester reported that Peter Froud (later a founder of 
the Museum), Raymond Slack and Stanley Offley had taken members of Ellesmere Port Council along 
the canal by boat. The Whitby Locks had been deteriorating steadily, with considerable trouble over 
the last couple of months, but after IWA Branch pressure, “they are now in a better state of repair 
than they have been for a long time”. This may account for the much easier passage when the Whit 
1967 cruise by NBCYC came up the locks on a reverse circuit of that taken in 1966. However, it was 
reported that after the Ship Canal Company had repaired the locks, they had been chained and 
padlocked, while permission to pass through to the Ship Canal had to be obtained from both the 
Dock Office at Ellesmere Port (at which the keys were kept) and that in Manchester. It is doubtful 
that they were much troubled. In July 1967 Messrs Slack and Offley passed through the Locks on 
their way to the National Rally at Leicester. They turned down the Ship Canal to Eastham, and then 



along the Mersey to the Waterloo Dock entrance, to pass through the whole length of the Leeds & 
Liverpool Canal. 

Robert Harris, author of Canals and their Architecture, travelled to Ellesmere Port in summer 1967, 
in the converted lifeboat Greywell. Extensive weeding was recorded, especially north of Weavers 
Bridge 142. Frederick Doerflinger, author of Slow Boat Through England, came up the broad locks 
(the lock-keeper had to saw off padlocks, after dropping the keys in the canal!) and found thick 
duckweed all the way to Stoak. “Frankly, it looked as though no boat had passed this way for years”, 
he commented.  

In connection with the Chester Festival of the Arts, a Rally was held there, with fifty boats attending 
on July 8-9th 1967; it was hoped that boats would travel to Ellesmere Port, as “this section is distantly 
threatened”. J D Ward of Whitchurch cruised to Ellesmere Port just before the rally, in a 20 foot 
cabin cruiser. He found major problems with weed, plastic bags and floating rubbish. He found the 
worst section between the railway bridge and Powells Bridge 147, where “I had to get out and bow-
haul”. He noted that a larger boat had made the passage a week earlier, and that four small boats 
were moored up by the Canal Tavern. How, if at all, these boats could cruise through the weed was 
unclear. In December 1967, it was reported that the duckweed had been especially bad that year; as 
later, the wind swept floating weeds along the pound into the Ellesmere Port length.        

Concern that a lack of evidence of pleasure use had made it impossible to defend the closure of 
Runcorn Locks had led a North West IWA member, Anthony Swalwell, to launch “Swalwell’s 
Scheme” in April 1966. Under this, he asked to be notified by anyone boating through specified 
vulnerable lengths. This included Harecastle Tunnel along with the locks at Chester and north to 
Ellesmere Port, as well as any journey accessing the Ship Canal. In August the locks at the Port were 
singled out for notification. 

The entire canal at Ellesmere Port was soon directly threatened, by a motorway extension scheme. 
This lay in plans for a mid-Wirral motorway from the early 1960s, and from the construction of the 
Hooton Industrial Road, from the A41 to the A5032 at Ellesmere Port, accessing the new Vauxhall 
factory. The latter would be completed in 1968, and it was proposed to convert it to a motorway 
(M531) and extend it south to join the A5117 at Stanlow. Plans for the extension were submitted to 
the Ministry of Transport in August 1967. This would cut off the Ellesmere Port dockside from the 
rest of the town, demolishing the west side of Dock Street and the adjacent street (and Victoria 
Park). The rest of the line might have been routed over the west side of the canal, had it not been for 
the then valuable property of the corrugated iron works and gas installations. Instead of this, the 
road was to cross the canal and then sweep east over the railway and a further canal crossing. At 
first bridges of 17’ 6” width were proposed, but the Ministry proved concerned to limit costs, and 
mooted crossings at ground level; Cheshire County Council’s response was a proposal to pipe the 
whole canal to the A5117. 

The IWA response to this threat was led by Stanley Offley. With a layperson’s perception and site 
visits, he examined the proposed line closely. He discovered that although the land for the 
motorway west of the canal was flat, it would be necessary to elevate it to cross at the intersection 
near the later Museum, then to cross the railway, and then a large pipe, alongside the southernmost 
crossing. The bridge to carry the diverted Oil Sites Road could, admittedly, be more easily routed at 
ground level, but this did not form part of the motorway itself. An Inquiry into the new motorway 
was held in April 1968, and Mr Offley submitted these points, much to the disquiet of the Ministry 
engineers; they did not attend a later site meeting. Much later, he would suggest that he was 
bluffing, at least in part. Cheshire County Council, however, decided in October 1968 to recommend 
the maintenance of navigation, but through navigable “creeps” that permanently narrowed the 
canal. It proved impossible to prove that boats of 14 feet width had passed along the Canal since the 
1940s, and would thus need access. 



The Canal was also retained because of the precise legal provisions of the Transport Bill, which 
became an Act in 1968. This classified the Canal as a Cruiseway: Schedule 2 classified the Canal 
“from its junction with the Manchester Ship Canal”, which was unequivocal. It would have been 
difficult to amend this classification as the Bill was proceeding, and it would then be necessary to 
invoke a long procedure under Schedule 13 in order to re-classify a section as a remainder 
waterway, and thus enable closure. Elsewhere, several M6 crossings at ground level were 
proceeding on the Lancaster Canal, with one “creep” alone, at Kellet Lane below Tewitfield. This 
section had, however, been closed by a private Act of 1965. 

The NBCYC/IWA circuit took place at Whit 1968. On this occasion, some boats moored up in the 
Upper Basin overnight; I recall Stanley Offley telling my parents about the case he had made against 
the motorway crossings, whose outcome was then uncertain. Marbeth II and other visitors were 
moored under the canopy of the “Telford” warehouse. Several small local pleasure boats were 
moored around the basin and by the Canal Tavern, with much disturbance by local children, for 
whom the site was an informal playground. The locks again proved difficult; the barge locks were 
leaking so badly that at one point it was discussed how long it would take to remove vast amounts of 
floating rubbish from the narrow locks and attempt to use these. Around now the grain traffic to the 
Mill Arm had ended; the Ship Lock gates were left open, with silting beginning, and boats passed 
through the lower Barge Lock. There was no “five minute” rule here, as the 1966 harbourmaster had 
gone, and boats soon passed out on to the Ship Canal. 

Another visit by Alan Jones and William confirmed that the closure of the Canal north of Chester was 
envisaged. On 3 June 1968 the boat descended Northgate Locks, and it was decided to dewater the 
middle lock to remove wire from the propeller. The local Section Inspector appeared, and told him 
that there were plans to close the canal from Northgate to Ellesmere Port. BW engineers later told 
me that this Inspector, who had been involved with the canal since 1919, had been quietly lowering 
water levels in anticipation of closure. They were not impressed by this initiative! Alan Jones’ party 
made it to Ellesmere Port, facing major problems either side of Stanlow Bridge 145, but that evening 
it was decided to return to moor at Stoak due to the canal’s condition. 

The Transport Act now protected the status of the main navigable channel, as a cruiseway, but there 
were procedures to declare this a remainder waterway and thus enable closure. The Ship Canal 
Company chairman had suggested that pleasure boats passing through the locks, which were subject 
to a long lease, might be subject to charges. The position was ambiguous, and it seemed that with 
the public right of navigation lost, the Ship Canal link might yet be cut, or at least left in mounting 
dereliction. Much more ominously, the Company was seeking to extend berthing facilities at 
Ellesmere Port, and the South Pier area was one possibility being considered in 1969. The Canal and 
historic dock site were still under threat. 

Part 3 1968-1971 

The first two articles attempted to explain the background to the decline of the canal at Ellesmere 
Port, up to the protection of the canal as a Cruiseway, through the vagaries of the Transport Bill 
procedure. This had not prevented the narrowing of the main motorway “creep” nearest the 
terminus. In this third article I will consider the threats provided by the modernisation of Ship Canal 
facilities, and the short-lived revival of carrying. 

The Ship Canal had become extremely successful in the 1950s, and even in the late 1960s there was 
extensive traffic to and from the terminal docks at Salford and Manchester. The container terminal 
at No. 9 dock, Salford, was the first of its kind – fully dedicated cellular – when it opened in 1968. 
Proposals emerged in 1969 for a further terminal, with berths for five ships, and one proposed site 
was South Pier at Ellesmere Port. To access the new berths from the planned M531 motorway, and 



to provide areas for stacking containers and other storage, it would have been necessary to use the 
whole site of what is now the Museum and surrounding buildings. 

While the NBCYC had organised “campaign cruises” through Ellesmere Port in 1966-8, that of Whit 
1969 was to be the last, and one which I followed. Descending from Nantwich and working all the 
locks in heavy rain, my family moored up between Bridges 130 and 131 at Mollington, as in 1966. On 
Sunday 25th May, we started very early, and arrived at the top of the locks at Ellesmere Port at 9.30. 
There a meeting decided to cancel the trip that year, mainly due to fears that the Weaver would be 
in flood. The rain was so heavy that the canal was inches higher than usual, which may account for 
why the previous problems with grounding and weed went unrecorded. 

I have yet to come across records of casual trips through Ellesmere Port in this period, nor, oddly, 
when the smaller local boats moved out to Croughton. 

The Ship Canal Company was unconcerned about the possible closure of the Shropshire Union at 
Ellesmere Port, as it provided no commercial traffic. However, a new traffic, to be loaded from road 
tankers into narrow boats at the top of the locks, was announced early in 1969. The carrier was the 
Birmingham & Midland Canal Carrying Co, which had been formed in 1965, largely with enthusiast 
capital and management. This had assisted other carrying companies, like Willow Wren, but gained 
its own short-term contracts including ones to Liverpool and Manchester. In 1968 Alexander 
Duckham & Co had opened a blending plant for lubricating oils at Aldridge, next to the Daw End 
branch of the BCN. The plan was to carry 7500 tons of lubricating oil annually, with the contract 
signed in Spring 1969. 

This traffic began with Yeoford and Pictor, which had been fitted with special tanks; both were 
former Grand Union boats, built in 1937 and 1935 respectively. However, on the first attempt at 
loading in late July 1969, Yeoford rolled over and sank, and new tanks had to be provided. This 
delayed the first load until 4 February 1970; experiencing problems from ice, this took 15 days for 
the 85 mile journey. This traffic proved short-lived, with the contract cancelled early in September, 
after only 9 loads of about 35 tons each had been carried; the shortest trip took 8 days. A significant 
factor was the condition of the canals en route. This included the Wyrley & Essington Canal, by now 
a “Remainder” waterway, upon which BW had carried out some clearance work, although it had no 
legal responsibility to facilitate traffic. The canal between Ellesmere Port and Barbridge had also 
provided problems. BP had taken over the Duckham company in 1969, and it may be that 
enthusiasm for an experiment in water traffic may  have been diminished by new management. It 
appears that the Birmingham & Midland firm were also involved in a later traffic in bicycles to 
Ellesmere Port for export, but I have yet to find further details. 

The uncertain threat from the Ship Canal proposals seems to have prompted plans for a North West 
IWA Rally at Ellesmere Port, announced in IWA Nor’Wester in October 1969. By this time a weed 
boom had been placed at the entrance to the Upper Basin, and it was proposed to take this up for 
the Rally, which was planned for 22-25th May 1970, Whit Bank Holiday. Nor’Wester’s forthright 
editor, John Greenway, commended this, but in graphic terms. In February he asserted that  “The 
Canal boaters of today are apathetic and lazy when it comes to using the Shropshire Union between 
Chester and Ellesmere Port…” but that “Telford’s magnificent warehouse makes the journey 
worthwhile. “  His diplomatic approach was also manifest in April, when he described the Canal’s 
lack of use as a “stupid situation”. 

By this time the Telford warehouses had been burnt down. The fire broke out during the day on 
Tuesday March 31st, and spread rapidly due to strong winds; the smoke could be seen two miles away. 
Ten fire appliances attended, finding it difficult to access the fire. The building was gutted; much debris 



fell into the canal below, and the roof fell in. While the walls still stood, they were in danger of 
collapse, and the Ship Canal Company erected barbed wire around the site. 

The Whit Rally site had to be moved from the Upper Basin to moorings along the canal near and south 
of the Canal Tavern. The Rally was visited by 75 boats. 14 boats arrived via the Ship Canal, including 
two from Hulme Lock, and a boat club (probably the Lymm one) via the Anderton Lift.  Following the 
fire, working parties cleared the site between the locks and Pickerings Bridge. Areas either side of the 
footbridge were cleared to demonstrate a canal’s appearance “before and after”, and thus the benefits 
of restoration work. Given the threat of closure to accommodate the planned container terminal, plans 
for an alternative route with two locks, roughly on the site of the present car park, was displayed.  

The Rally took place with the warehouse ruins still standing. While plans to use the warehouse as a 
maritime museum were revived shortly after the fire, and despite protests, demolition was agreed by 
the County Planning Officer. “Meanwhile the other nearby warehouses lie as silent looms gathering 
tapestries of cobwebs” reported Nor’Wester. 

It has been suggested that the Ship Canal Company somehow favoured the fire, and that Ship Canal 
police had gone through to clear the buildings of various unauthorised occupants before the fire broke 
out. However, there were other fires in the area in 1970, including a minor one at Criddles Mill earlier 
in March, and a major one at the former Frosts Mill on June 28th, at which 30 engines attended. Other 
fires damaged a warehouse in Dock Street and the Church Institute in Merseyton Road, and it may well 
be that an arsonist was at work.  

Whether the Rally was effective in defeating the Ship Canal Company’s plans is unclear, but by May 
1971 the Company had informed the North Western IWA that it did not intend to close the locks; an 
announcement by the Ship Canal chairman that pleasure boats might be charged for use of the locks 
had also not proceeded. Plans for cargo handling on South Pier were rejected in July 1971 on the 
grounds that too much infilling and ground consolidation would be needed to provide a terminal there.  

The threats from the motorway and terminal were not defeated by opposition and protest alone. The 
legal procedures associated with the passage of the Transport Bill made closure difficult, and the 
development costs and practicalities of the Ship Canal proposals diverted this to North Pier.  

While the canal remained in limbo, further transformation of the Dock area lay ahead. The final part 
will detail this transformation, and consider questions over which further research might shed light.  
 

Part 4 1971-1975 

This final article deals with the period after the immediate threats to the line at Ellesmere Port had 
receded, in 1971, and 1975, when work was well under way to transform part of the site into the 
new Museum, but within a heavily modified landscape. 

What became the Boat Museum embodied three major elements: historic boat preservation, site 
and collection development and voluntary involvement; as other contributions have pointed out 
about open-air museums, it was not entirely new in concept. While the background to industrial 
museums and historic boat preservation must await a separate essay, some points may be sketched. 
The Transport Trust, formed in 1965, aimed to establish “living museums” for all forms of transport. 
Boat preservation tended to accompany declining numbers of working craft: hence the Thames 
Barge Sailing Club in 1948, Norfolk Wherry Trust from 1949, and the first Thames Sailing Barge Trust 
(1952), as wherries and sailing barges ended commercial operations in the 1960s and earlier. These 
initiatives sought to acquire and operate historic boats, and conserve skills.  



Other organisations extended their scope into historic locations and buildings, such as The Dolphin 
Sailing Barge Museum Trust, which from 1968 had included the preservation of Burley’s Yard at 
Sittingbourne in Kent. The Exeter Maritime Museum, conceived in 1962, was based from 1965 in 
some of the Exeter Canal basin warehouses; after various seagoing craft were acquired, it opened in 
1969. Other projects had boats as an adjunct, such as the Cheddleton Flint Mill Preservation Trust, 
formed in 1967, after the Caldon Canal reopened in 1974 the preserved narrow boat Vienna 
(acquired and restored in 1972) was moored there. 

What is now the Canal Museum at Stoke Bruerne had been formally established in Easter 1963, 
although it used collections and items from both engineer Charles Hadlow (who became curator 
until 1969) and Jack James, local lock-keeper since 1947. An early exhibit, in the dry, was the FMC 
horse boat Northwich. 

The use of commercial narrow boats was declining steeply in the 1960s, and, while many hulls were 
being converted for pleasure use, some enthusiasts began to acquire historic craft out of interest. 
The formation of the Narrow Boat Owners Club (now Historic Narrow Boat Club) followed difficulties 
in navigating waterways, especially getting from the Marple Rally in 1966, but this would foster 
private preservation. The continuing commercial use of narrow boats, albeit under enthusiast 
operation, was encouraged by the Narrow Boat Trust from 1970. It is difficult to determine exactly 
which was the first narrow boat to be specially preserved, but the action not to break up Gifford in 
1965-6 must provide one landmark in the preservation of narrow boats.  

This presented elements of the present museum at the Port – boats, site and collections, and 
enthusiasm. A further element was the use of volunteers – and indeed its initial establishment 
entirely by voluntary effort. Voluntary manual work on waterways restoration or maintenance had 
begun in 1949, but later some voluntary work on British canals concerned features that did not 
involve the restoration of navigation. The Crofton and Claverton pumps, that pumped water into the 
Kennet & Avon Canal, were perhaps early examples. Restoration of both began in 1968, but while 
this Canal was to reopen in any event, the Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust, established in 1968, 
acquired a length of the long-closed Shropshire Canal, with no intention to restore navigation. Work 
assisted by voluntary effort began in 1969, with the upper level and Hay inclined plane cleared and 
re-railed by 1972. In the same year a tub boat, found in use as a farm water tank, was launched after 
renovation. 

While the formal inaugural meeting of the North West Museum of Inland Navigation was held on 
October 8 1971, it was not then envisaged that the growing boat collection would be sited at 
Ellesmere Port. The site at Preston Brook would have included some historic canal buildings, but the 
later proposal for Anderton would have involved a wholly new basin and buildings. 

By mid-1971, while the surviving structures and basins at Ellesmere Port were not threatened by 
development, they continued to decay. A joint sub-committee of the IWA North-West Branch and 
the Shropshire Union Canal Society suggested some improvements to the surroundings. In 1971 
demolitions had begun prior to motorway construction; these probably included the Canal Tavern, in 
the way of the roundabout and a new bridge. Presumably the rest of the small local boats, usually 
moored by the pub, moved out to the linear moorings at Croughton, at this time. 

At Easter 1972, an SUCS visitor noted that the narrow locks were choked with rubbish, and while the 
wide locks were in better order, the intermediate pound was completely empty. A working party 
was then suggested, but it seems that no work was carried out between the clearance for the 1970 
Rally and the first Museum working party in December 1974. In 1973, it was noted that the narrow 
locks might be abandoned, while a Waterways World article asserted that the Port offered “a sad 
ending to an inland voyage”. 



Early in 1974, BW took over maintenance of the locks at Ellesmere Port from the Ship Canal 
Company; these were restored by the summer. Waterways News of October 1974 commented that 
“it is hoped that craft will avail themselves of the facility more and more…Perhaps the proposed 
North-West Museum of Inland Navigation will provide an added attraction.” However, vandalism 
meant that the paddles were locked up, and passages required prior notice. The renovation of the 
site for the new museum appears to have been a separate initiative; this followed Adrian Jarvis’ 
meeting with Peter Jones of the newly formed Ellesmere Port and Neston Council in spring 1974, 
from which agreement was reached for the use of part of the Ellesmere Port site for the new 
museum. 

By 1974 the building of the M531 motorway was well under way. This included a conversion of the 
earlier Hooton Industrial Road to a motorway, and the careful threading of a new section through to 
the new crossing south of Powell’s Bridge; neither met the highest of motorway standards. In the 
process, the west side of Dock Street and Victoria Park disappeared, and levels on Dock Street itself 
were realigned.  Photographs of the area before the demolitions show how much the area was 
transformed, albeit with retention of the basins and some associated buildings. The motorway 
opened in June 1975, by which time work on the Museum site was proceeding towards the stage of 
formal opening.  

The canal line to Chester remained difficult to navigate, and weedy in summer. This was shown by 
Alan Jones’ trip at Easter 1975 in Clematis. Unusually, this used an historic boat to carry building 
materials (reclaimed slates and timber from a warehouse) from Preston Brook for reuse at Ellesmere 
Port. This material was loaded onto Clematis in February; a Bridgewater Canal butty (MSC (BD) MB 
No 7) was loaded later, loaned by Alfred Hayman, Bridgewater Department manager and a Museum 
supporter. Further material was loaded to the deck of Gifford. The Manchester Grammar School 
Scout group then helped to move these craft to the Port over the Easter weekend.  

On April 1st, after the Bridgewater butty proved too wide for Stanthorne lock on the Middlewich 
Branch, its sides had to be pulled in three inches using a chain and two turnbuckles. The following 
day Ellesmere Port was approached in the dark; work was going on under floodlights at a new 
motorway bridge, behind a deep piled trench. From the A5117 northwards Clematis hit obstructions 
on the bottom all the way, running aground at Powell’s Bridge. Here Alan Jones took “one of P Brook 
warehouse spars from butty. Uses grot on bottom of canal as a fulcrum and levers Clem off into 
clearer water under bridge.” The next morning was spent unloading the cargoes of both boats into 
the Island Warehouse. In the afternoon, BWB workers, seeing an Ship Canal boat near Chester, 
reported the apparent theft to the local police; once the position was explained, their response was 
to “roar with guffaws”! 

This seems a suitable place to conclude this account, with a restored Thomas Clayton oil boat 
returning to the Port, albeit as a Museum exhibit, but being used to carry reclaimed materials from 
another historic canal-based location. The canal landscape at Ellesmere Port had changed greatly, 
with historic buildings destroyed and new embanked section s of motorway and bridges replacing a 
flat landscape with many buildings from the historic town. Conservation of remaining structures, 
among the devastation created by new construction, was beginning, but much lay in the future.       

Despite four articles, there remains much that is unexplained, much of it through details that are 
probably long-lost. I would list the following areas for queries: 

1. Pleasure boating: Much remains unclear about the use of the Canal between the end of the oil 
traffic in 1955 and the first threats to the line in 1966. This includes the establishment of small 
local pleasure boats (whose inception is uncertain), their use (did many travel any distance?), 
when they began too moor at Croughton and when they first moved out. The fate of the Wirral 



Cruising Club remains unclear. There must have been other passages of the locks and trips on the 
canal to Chester; reports are patchy.  

2.  The use of the Port area at Ellesmere Port between 1955 and 1974 (and indeed before 1955 for 
parts used for non-canal purposes). This is all veery uncertain, although there seems to have been 
informal use of various areas. An early BW (pre-BWB) guide shows the Toll House as a British 
Waterways office, and it would be good to know when this was abandoned.  

3. The precise details of the campaign against the motorway and container terminal threats need 
further details. I am investigating “Swalwell’s Scheme” whereby pleasure boat movements here 
and elsewhere were recorded, but I have also been informed that Mr Swalwell and his partner 
resigned from the North West IWA Committee over what they saw as capitulation by Stanley 
Offley. There may be files, over the motorway scheme and site clearance, that could shed further 
light - the National Archives presents one possibility. It is possible that there was provision to drop 
down under the motorway by a lock, through an underpass, and subsequently to the Ship Canal.  

 


